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Additional Text  
 
Adam Moore examines the fabric and spirit of life within organic and geometric motifs and 

arrangements. His practice looks to extend our awareness of the movement between internal 

and exterior planes: spatial, poetic, perceptual and metaphorical dimensions echoing across 

works in sculpture, painting, film, dance and text. Each personifying the essential qualities 

and changing states of ‘the self’.  

 

Bright Dynasty creates a sanctuary for intimately examining materials and processes of 

transformation. It seeks to expand our awareness of the multitude of relations which create 

the structures in the world around us, shaping our identities and our internal worlds.  

 

The texts below provide a background to the thought processes at play as works are made, 

and ideas form. Words in bold refer to specific works in this exhibition.  

Circles floating suspended in air. Our eyes trace their wholeness, mirror their roundness, 

rotating on their axes, turning like the Earth, or, cycling like the moon, falling shadows lunate. 

Peering through a window, on both sides: a continuum. Two sides of the same body, a 

totality, interdependent, belonging to and with the Earth. Looping around the inside, a 

horizon: floating around the outside, a ghostly branch resting in a dark field, a finite lifespan 

marking the Earth. Death and dying on the other side of an infinite sunrise. We are looking 

at them, into them, through them; peculiar windows, hovering queer bodies, finite containers 

of the infinite.  

We are looking at rocks, crystalline structures, raw ecological debris, and the monumental 

build-up of time measuring biochemical essential elements, inert compounds, and minerals 

active and mobile in life sustaining processes below the level of consciousness. Geological 

time, geological tissue, inside and outside, a reciprocal exchange. Continuum. 

A gentle wash of colours within varied graphite compositions, floating roundness — motifs 

in a group of designs in a collection of works on paper. A round perimeter capturing feelings 

and sensations, enclosing a memory of a certain place and time: the Mojave Desert, in spring, 

at sunset. A degrading memory translating inaccuracies, dissolving embodied experiences 

into fiction. Further out of reach with each remembrance, the integrity of the feeling remains, 

circling back in from the wilderness of the unknown outside. 



Arena, Facade and Blind Spot are hanging on the wall, appearing more or less the same, cut 

from the same fabric as the floating dark fields. Moving through constructed arenas, 

revealing our edges — arranging ourselves by adjusting to the context — we are our best 

selves, everybody sees. Meanwhile, to-ing and fro-ing about our days; beneath our masks we 

are living large in our quirky private worlds, strange passengers looking out from under the 

facade. Slipping from consciousness occasionally, in the intervening moments passing by, 

missing more than we realise, sometimes seeing very little of ourselves; watching us blindly 

in our patterns, loved ones see what we cannot, helping us grow beyond what we know. 

Lingering elsewhere, the active plane of the unknown, where I don’t see, and you don’t see, 

a ‘nobody knows’ mystery. 

Springing from that place, smudging, smearing, and gurgling life across the page, 

amorphous, complex, messy symbols scribbled and dribbled in paint over charcoal map the 

way to multiple processual bodies, counterbalancing the exacting attitude of geometry. 

Impressing unusual spatial relationships, two bamboo tetrahedrons symbolising a unity of 

heritage of distant terrain, two islands - Saint Lucia and the UK — are mediating our 

encounters with ourselves, each other and the environment. Their origins challenging colonial 

narratives, critical and wary of capitalism. Dry hands, knitting jute rope with unwieldy 

materials; a soothing lotion, the same hands knowing all can be untied: sublime instability. 

A desert-baked branch lies within a circle on the ground, beneath the apex inside Tropic of 

Taurus. Swimming, diving across the same desert, Rockslide opens a window onto a solid, 

speeding landscape — the branch, dull and lifeless underneath the floating paintings. Sliding 

back along the rocks the way we came; the same sunset is beaming beyond the mountains. 

Memory, material, medium. This plane, and that plane, and that plane: a trifecta of sublime 

instabilities. Water pooling and rushing through. Blazing fire, luring us into the dark. 

Glistening, gliding on calm, rippling waters in the sunshine, a swan is passing by. Planes 

slicing through air. Clouds disguise a shiver of sharks from below, stalking the surface at 

daybreak, hidden by blue skies from above.  

Searching within the accumulation of recurring motifs, Moore sharpens his awareness to the 

familiar and the unknow, dancing in the space created by the different forms and their 

composite parts. The materials and processes at play become transformational allies through 

a series of performances, which interweave dance with the sculptural elements present in 

the space. Each performance retunes the exhibition, creating new vistas and relationships 

between works and audience.  

 


